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Today’s Mission

Route traffic between SAP Cloud Integration tenants

Use Case

In this mission, you will learn how to run multiple SAP Cloud Integration tenants in parallel for different reasons. May it be failover scenarios, load balancing or reducing the latency for sender systems to your SAP Cloud Integration tenants. Therefore, Azure Traffic Manager will play a significant role in routing the traffic intelligently to different SAP Cloud Integration tenants.

Extending your SAP S/4HANA business processes with SAP Business Technology Platform (BTP) also enables you to handle disaster recovery scenarios. When your SAP backend performs a failover, BTP workloads need to switch too. This can happen on configuration or on deployment level and involves adding an abstraction layer which is able to switch routing targets without the need to touch SAP S/4HANA backend configuration. For a timely recovery of the service chain, we need to apply automation to the process.

Furthermore, decoupling of the connection allows scaling of the endpoints globally so that the following qualities are fulfilled: endpoints are hosted as close to the users as possible; latency is minimized; up-time and performance is increased. Different routing techniques like performance-based, availability-based, weighted, or geo-based are typically used.

In this mission you will learn how to run multiple SAP Cloud Integration tenants (SAP Integration Suite) in parallel to apply the mechanisms mentioned above. Azure Traffic Manager will play a significant role in routing the traffic intelligently to different SAP Cloud Integration tenants.

Current Position - What is the challenge?

A lack of automatic failover, especially for critical integration flows, can be damaging to your business. If peak volumes are challenging or impossible without support from a dedicated service, you need to plan for regional...
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